INTRODUCTION
Among the many human genes known to display variation in copy number, the beta-defensin genes mapping to human chromosome 8p23.1 have been well established to be extensively variable in human populations (1 -4) . In European populations, there is a common copy number variation (CNV) between two and seven copies per person for a segmental duplication containing seven beta-defensin genes, including DEFB4, DEFB103 -107 and SPAG11, but excluding the neighbouring DEFB1 gene. There is a correlation between copy number and beta-defensin gene expression at the mRNA level in isolated cells (1) , though a recent study found that beta-defensin 2 protein production from ex vivo-cultured colonic biopsies was correlated with local inflammation, but not with DEFB4 copy number (5), and case-control studies have provided the clearest indications to date of the functional consequences of this CNV.
Given the functions of beta-defensins as antimicrobials and cytokines (6, 7) , investigators have tested for association between beta-defensin variation and inflammatory disease, including psoriasis (8) and Crohn's disease (9, 10) . In 2006, * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +44 1158230308; Fax: +44 1158230313; Email: john.armour@nottingham.ac.uk # The Author 2010. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, please email: journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org Fellerman et al. reported an association between low betadefensin copy number and Crohn's disease of the colon from cohorts of relatively modest sample size (71 colonic Crohn's patients and 169 controls); no association with ileal disease was demonstrated (9) . In contrast, a more recent study by Bentley et al. (10) reported an association between Crohn's disease and higher beta-defensin copy number, using real-time PCR measurement in 466 cases and 329 controls.
Measuring copy number accurately poses particular challenges for case-control association studies, especially in multi-allelic CNVs (11) , such that distinguishing (for example) five copies of the beta-defensin segmental duplication reproducibly from six copies is not easily achievable using standard methods. The unresolved influence of typing error on the outcome of different studies is evident in recent reports of discordant findings for the association between HIV infection and the CCL3L1 CNV, despite the CCL3L1 CNV varying across a relatively low copy number range (generally zero to four copies in European populations) (12 -16) . If just a small fraction of typing error applied differentially between case and control DNA samples, studies involving several hundred samples could easily generate spurious associations attributable either directly to differential error or to differential removal of samples failing to satisfy a typing quality threshold (17) . Given that the highest copy numbers are intrinsically the most error-prone, even small differences of quality in the underlying CNV measurements could lead to an artefactual shift in the copy number distributions between cases and controls, mimicking a statistically significant biological association.
Even in the relatively low copy number range exemplified by the CCL3L1 CNV, those recent reports highlight the technical difficulty of obtaining convincingly accurate copy number measurements using methods based on real-time PCR. The study of Field et al. explicitly compared the data from the same samples (several thousand cases and controls in a study of type I diabetes), using either real-time PCR or assays using the paralogue ratio test (PRT) (14) . PRT uses a single primer pair to amplify both test and reference amplicons simultaneously, so that the potential error arising from the different amplification efficiencies of distinct test and reference amplicons is reduced (18) . Field et al. showed an apparently highly significant association between CCL3L1 copy number and type I diabetes using real-time PCR data. However, these same data showed a significant deviation from the expectations of the Hardy -Weinberg equilibrium; neither that deviation nor the association with type I diabetes was replicated after PRT-based measurement of copy number. The authors concluded that the apparently significant association was attributable to the effect of differential error of realtime PCR measurement methods between cases and controls, rather than to a true association (14) .
In contrast with CCL3L1, the beta-defensin CNV varies across a higher copy number range (commonly 2 -7), and even methods such as PRT, carefully designed and implemented to address the difficulty of the CNV-counting problem, are only capable of making the necessary fine distinctions of dosage with some level of unavoidable error (8, 18, 19) . In this work, we combine PRT methods of CNV determination modified to reduce typing error with careful analysis of typing results to analyse beta-defensin copy number in more than 1000 cases of Crohn's disease from the UK. We find no support for the association previously reported by Fellerman et al. or for the association with higher copy number reported by Bentley et al. A direct comparison of results from the same samples typed either by realtime PCR or by our new implementation of PRT casts serious doubt on the suitability of this real-time PCR assay for accurate determination of beta-defensin CNV in large numbers of samples, as required by robust case -control association studies.
RESULTS

Triplex PRT-based copy number typing
We adapted published PRT methods to provide a composite measure of beta-defensin copy number that would be sufficiently accurate and robust for application in case -control association studies, but remain simple and inexpensive in practice. Measurements of beta-defensin copy number applied to different parts of the copy variable repeat unit have clearly shown that the entire repeat unit varies coordinately, so that the measurement of any element in the repeat constitutes an effective copy number assay for the whole (1, 19, 20) . Our 'triplex' assay contains three components: a 'PRT' (PRT107A) and rs5889219 multi-allelic indel measure already described (19) together with a newly modified PRT assay ('HSPD21') based on the same heat shock protein pseudogene as used previously (18) , but with alternative primers designed to use a reference locus on chromosome 21 rather than on chromosome 5 ( Fig. 1) . Internal comparisons between the results of these three independent assays allowed most samples to be assigned to integer copy number classes with high confidence; there was clear clustering of results from the two PRT components around maxima presumed to correspond to integer copy numbers ( Fig. 2A and B) . Empirical distributions of results for samples of known copy number were used to create a likelihood framework in which sets of triplex test results for individual samples could be used to assign the most likely copy number to a sample (see Materials and Methods). In 326 tests of reference samples of known copy number (copy numbers 3, 4, 5 or 6), an incorrect copy number was called on 11 occasions, all involving five-and six-copy samples and suggesting that the per-test error rate is of the order of 3 -4%. beta-defensin copy number disagree with corresponding integers deduced from the triplex assay in these 625 samples.
Typing cases and controls
Case-control analysis
Using the triplex PRT-based assay, we were unable to find any significant association between beta-defensin copy number and Crohn's disease for the London samples ( DDCT analysis of real-time PCR data for Edinburgh samples (Fig. 5C ) also failed to show a significant difference (P ¼ 0.094). Exactly, the same 303 control DNA samples from Edinburgh have a mean copy number of 4.23 typed by the PRT-based triplex, but a mean of 3.79 by real-time PCR/DDCT; the difference between the copy number measurements of the same samples by different methods is highly significant (P ¼ 8.9 × 10 27 ). This suggests that there may be serious and pervasive typing error in the results of our real-time PCR assay.
Combining all available case and control samples typed in this study (1006 cases, 499 controls) showed a small increase in mean copy number in cases (4.45, compared with 4.305 for Figure 1 . The copy variable beta-defensin genomic region showing the locations in the repeat sampled by the PRT-based 'triplex' test. The approximate genomic extent of the seven copy variable beta-defensin genes DEFB4, DEFB103-DEFB107 and SPAG11 is shown, without the detail of intron-exon boundaries. Below this is shown an example result from 'triplex' PRT-based typing of copy number for beta-defensins. PRT assays were designed to specifically amplify DNA sequences that occur within the beta-defensin (DEFB) CNV repeat unit but have additional paralogues elsewhere in the genome. The primers are designed to amplify specifically from exactly two loci of the repeat sequence (one of which is at DEFB), with corresponding products distinguished by length. For example, HSPD21-PRT primers specifically amplify only the chr8 (DEFB) and chr21 copies of a repeat element, with products differing by 8 bp. The third assay (rs5889219) examines a triallelic indel polymorphism (123/126/128 bp) that can have different sizes in individual DEFB repeats. This trace shows a sample with a copy number of 4, reflected in the ratios between the 'test' (¼DEFB) and 'reference' peaks in the two PRT systems HSPD21 and PRT107A, and in the approximate 1:1:2 ratios of alleles (consistent with a total of four copies) for the multi-allelic indel rs5889219. Each analysis is in turn performed in two parallel but independent replicate amplifications using different fluorescent labels which are combined before capillary electrophoresis. Data from the two different fluorescent labellings for each system are combined before further analysis. This combined analysis therefore returns six results useful in measurement of beta-defensin copy number: duplicates of two independent PRT-based estimates of copy number and duplicate ratios of allelic products for the multiallelic indel.
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Human Molecular Genetics, 2010, Vol. 19, No. 24 controls), which was apparently significant (x 2 P ¼ 7 × 10 24 ). However, comparison of copy number distributions from PRT-based typing of control samples from Edinburgh and London/ECACC showed a weakly significant difference (P ¼ 0.04). Given possible heterogeneity between populations for copy number frequencies, we examined the combined data in a Cochran -Mantel -Haenszel analysis, which attributed only marginal significance (P ¼ 0.032) to the apparent excess of samples with five or more copies among Crohn's disease patients.
A specific comparison of copy numbers among Crohn's patients with colonic disease showed no significant differences in the mean copy number compared with controls, with either English (272 cases/185 controls) or Scottish (121 cases/314 controls) samples (x 2 P . 0.1). A combined analysis of 393 cases and 499 controls from the UK showed a difference which was not only of borderline significance (P ¼ 0.047), but also showed that the mean beta-defensin copy number for the pooled UK colonic cases (4.41) was in fact higher than the mean copy number for UK controls (4.305). We therefore find no evidence to support the association reported by Fellerman et al. between low beta-defensin copy number and Crohn's disease of the colon.
The best analysis of the association of copy number data with disease would come from an analysis that explicitly accounted for the measurement error in the evaluation of evidence for association, such as that formulated in the CNVtools package of Barnes et al. (21) . We attempted to apply these improved methods of analysis to our PRT data, but were unable to obtain convergence in the clustering phase of the analysis; we speculate that this failure comes from a combination of the requirement to extract a relatively large number of closely spaced copy number classes using only a small number of individual data points (two PRTs) per sample. Analyses like those implemented in CNV tools, however, remain most likely to be robust to the effects of measurement error.
We simulated the power of our study to detect the specific effect reported by Fellermann et al. of increased relative risk for samples with copy numbers lower than 4; we found .99% power to detect an odds ratio of 3.06 and 70% to detect an effect at the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval found by Fellermann et al. (an odds ratio of 1.46). A study of the size used in our work also has about 95% power to detect the specific finding of Bentley et al. (odds ratio of 1.54 for samples with five or more copies), and even 49% power to detect an effect of half the size (i.e. an odds ratio of 1.27). We do not therefore believe that our attempt to reproduce these reported associations with Crohn's disease has been seriously compromised by lack of power. It is of particular concern that the most striking difference between our results and those of Bentley et al. is that the New Zealand group of controls has a substantially lower mean copy number than our UK controls (3.95 for European New Zealanders versus 4.305 for combined UK control samples). We analysed the frequency distribution of betadefensin copy number classes between the controls of European origin typed in this study, by Fellermann ) and from the distribution in this study (P ¼ 1.9 × 10
27
). In the recent report from the Welcome Trust Case -Control Consortium (WTCCC) on CNV associations in eight common diseases, no significant association was observed between beta-defensin copy number and Crohn's disease (23) . Array-CGH was used to interrogate more than 3000 CNVs, including high-quality analysis of the beta-defensin CNV. The report included a useful and detailed discussion of artefactual influences on copy number determination using their custom array-CGH platform; although the detailed experimental and biological factors influencing test outcome will differ between their customized genome-wide platform and methods (such as PRT and real-time PCR) for the analysis of individual candidate CNVs, their evidence resonates with our own findings in demonstrating the clear potential for reporting spurious associations with CNVs, especially multiallelic CNVs. The WTCCC study also failed to replicate the reported association of rheumatoid arthritis with CCL3L1/ CCL4L1 copy number (24) , which (like the reported associations of Crohn's disease with beta-defensin copy number) relied on copy number determination by real-time PCR, unsupported by independent methods.
The studies of both Bentley et al. and Fellerman et al. depended exclusively on real-time PCR methods for the measurement of beta-defensin copy number (9,10). Both used a two-colour real-time PCR assay relative to ALB as a control locus. The study of Fellermann et al. assigned samples to copy number classes using both a standard curve and a DDCT analysis, but their report does not show the distribution of unrounded measurements, but only the data as assigned to integer classes. Bentley et al. used a standardcurve method of analysis, and although unrounded data are shown in their Supplementary Material, there is no clear indication of clustering around integer values. Although mosaicism for beta-defensin copy number among the cells sampled to provide a DNA sample from a patient or control is in principle possible, there is no good evidence justifying this interpretation of a non-integer copy number measurement for beta-defensins. Indeed, the clear assignment of most samples to values close to an integer using our PRT-based methods, alongside the comparison with real-time PCR results from the same samples (Figs 3 and 4) , strongly suggests that even when carefully applied, some real-time PCR measurements may be too prone to influences from factors other than the true copy number to be valuable in making the fine distinctions of DNA representation necessary to type samples accurately. It is of particular concern that measurements applying two analyses of the real-time PCR data (Fig. 4A) show good mutual correlation, despite apparently being subject to measurement error of sufficient magnitude to obscure the resolution of results into integer-centred copy number classes. Similarly, the data of Bentley et al. do not show any clear tendency to cluster around integer values, even at the relatively low copy numbers of 2, 3 or 4. This in turn suggests that in this case the real-time PCR measurements of beta-defensin copy number may be influenced by additional factors (such as the physicochemical state of the DNA) to a sufficient extent to result in a frequently incorrect integer call (Fig. 4B) , but may nevertheless return data reproducible enough to create a false impression of robustly accurate measurement (Fig. 4A) .
Our experiences in side-by-side typing of this CNV by two methods on the same samples reinforce the view that great care should be taken in case -control association studies using multi-allelic copy number variants (11) . Although measurement error that applies equally to cases and controls will largely act to obscure any true association that exists, even a very small differential bias-in which cases and controls are subject to different biases in typing results, perhaps deriving from different methods of DNA preparation, storage or handling (17)-applied systematically to large case-control comparisons can result in spurious but apparently highly significant associations with copy number. Our experience in this work leads us to the conclusion that copy 
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Human Molecular Genetics, 2010, Vol. 19, No. 24 number measurement using real-time PCR appears particularly prone to measurement error, as is also apparent from the general failure of real-time PCR methods to resolve copy number clusters clearly for n . 2 at the CCL3L1 copy number variant (13, 14, 16) . This observation is consistent with the experience of Perne et al. (25) , who concluded that real-time PCR was the least consistent of the three methods they tested for beta-defensin copy number measurement. Very generally, whatever copy number measurement is used, in order to avoid misinterpreting differential measurement bias as a true biological association, we would recommend some simple steps in the design and analysis of copy number-based case-control association studies.
(a) Copy number should be determined by more than one independent measurement per sample. (b) Case and control DNA samples should be analysed together, preferably interspersing case and control samples in the same plates, to reduce the impact of any 'batch' effects on typing. (c) Reference samples of known copy number should be included in all typing experiments, and data from these samples should be used to assess the true accuracy of the methods used. (d) In assessing the accuracy of typing for non-reference samples, a general assessment of the quality of the data can be made by examining the degree of clustering around integer values, unless there is strong evidence for true mosaicism, the absence of clear peaks around integer values in the frequency distribution suggests that error is sufficiently frequent and extensive to obscure these clusters. (e) A sufficiently large data set will include many measurements of apparently the same copy number (for example, n ¼ 4 for beta-defensins), and the distributions for unrounded measurements around a central value can be compared between cases and controls within these integer classes (see Supplementary Material) to test for evidence of differential bias. (f) Where the data allow, a package such as CNVtools (21) should be used to model and account for measurement error in the evaluation of disease associations. (g) Finally, in order to allow a full assessment of the overall quality of the copy number typing, there should ideally be full disclosure of all measurements made on all samples in published work (see Supplementary Material). Of particular importance in this respect is the full reporting of the real (unrounded) copy number estimates, rather than of the frequencies of results already rounded to the closest integer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA samples: Scotland ('Edinburgh')
Patients with Crohn's disease attended the inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) clinic at the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh, Scotland, which is a tertiary referral centre for IBD in South-East Scotland. The diagnosis of Crohn's disease adhered to the criteria of Lennard-Jones (26) . Age at diagnosis and disease phenotype (location and behaviour) were classified according to the Montreal classification (27) . Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. Healthy controls were either unrelated spouses/friends of IBD patients or anonymized blood samples obtained from the Scottish Blood Transfusion Service. The Medicine and Oncology Subcommittee of the Lothian Local Research Ethics Committee approved the study protocol (LREC 2000/ 4/192). DNA was extracted by either a modified salting out technique as used previously (28) or by using a Nucleon blood DNA extraction kit according to the manufacturer's protocol. Of the 435 (total) Crohn's disease samples typed in this study, 418 were also included in the WTCCC (29) . DNA samples designated as extracted at the 'London' Centre were white European patients with Crohn's disease recruited from specialist IBD clinics in London and Newcastle as reported elsewhere (30) after informed consent and ethical review (REC 05/Q0502/127). DNA was extracted from 10 ml of venous blood by salt/chloroform extraction (30) . Of the 666 samples used in this study, 491 were also included in the WTCCC. Human random control (HRC) samples from the UK (from the ECACC collection: http://www.hpacultures.org.uk/) were used as control samples for the London Crohn's disease cohort.
Copy number typing using real-time PCR
Copy number estimation of the human DEFB4 and human serum albumin (ALB) genes was carried out using a QuantiTect Multiplex PCR kit (Qiagen, UK) and assayed on a Rotorgene (Corbett Research, now Qiagen, UK). Taqman primers and probes were obtained (Applied Biosystems, UK) as 20× mixes. ALB was used as a reference gene as it has a single copy per haploid genome (31) . Cycling conditions were: initial hold at 958C for 3 min followed by 45 cycles of: 958C for 20 s, 608C for 30 s, 728C for 30 s. Primer sequences used: DEFB4 forward primer: TGTGGCTGATGCGG ATTCA, DEFB4 reverse primer: CGTATCTTTGGACA CCATAGTTTAATTTGG; DEFB4 FAM-labelled probe CA TGTCGCACGTCTCTG; ALB forward primer: GGCTCA GCAGTGGAATACTCT, ALB reverse primer: TTGCCCTA TAAAGCACTCTTTCATGT; ALB JOE-labelled probe TTCAGCCTAATTCCC. Patient DNA samples were quantified and 5 ng of DNA was used for each duplicate reaction. A DNA sample of known copy number was used to construct a DNA concentration standard curve (from 50 ng to 0.1 ng DNA per reaction). DNA samples of known copy numbers (assayed by Ed Hollox, University of Leicester), ranging from 2 to 7, were used as known controls in all assays. The raw data were analysed by comparing the DEFB4:ALB threshold cycle ratios (DDCt method) with samples of known copy number. In addition, the same data were analysed using a standard curve method comparing the DEFB4:ALB concentration ratios with samples of known copy number. These methods gave similar results for each sample for the copy number estimation.
Copy number typing using PRT-based methods
In general, the PRT seeks to avoid the problems inherent in comparative PCR methods (including real-time PCR) caused by the comparison between the yield of two dissimilar amplicons, for which the amplification process may be differentially susceptible to minor perturbations in experimental conditions (18) . To achieve this, PRT primers are designed to exploit sequence similarities between elements (often dispersed repeats) present both in the copy variable unit and at another genomic location. A single pair of primers is designed to amplify both the region under study (the 'test' locus) and exactly one other example from a region of constant copy number (the 'reference' locus). If the (very similar) test and reference products can be distinguished and quantified separately, for example, by length, the ratio of test:reference product yields provides an accurate measure of the copy number.
The new 'triplex' composite system for typing betadefensin copy number incorporates two PRT systems [PRT107A (19) and HSPD21 PRT (see below)] together with an allelic ratio test based on the multi-allelic indel rs5889219 (19) . HSPD21 PRT uses the same heat-shock pseudogene HSPDP3 as described previously (18) but uses an alternative placement of primers to amplify beta-defensinlinked DNA in conjunction with reference products from chromosome 21 using primers HSPD21F (GAGGTCACTGT GATCAAAGAT) and HSPD21R (AACCTTCAGCACAGCT 
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Human Molecular Genetics, 2010, Vol. 19, No. 24 ACTC). Unlike the original HSPDP3 PRT described (18) , the test and reference products for HSPD21 PRT and PRT107A can be resolved by length without restriction digestion, and so can be analysed without further processing. The rs5889219 primers used (5DELF AAACCAATACCCTTT CCAAG with 5DELR4 TTCTCTTTTGTTTCAGATT CAGATG) give products in the range 123 -128 bp. HSPD21 and PRT107A products were amplified from 10 ng of genomic DNA in duplex in 10 ml of PCRs using an initial denaturation step at 958C for 5 min followed by 22 cycles of 958C 30 s/588C 30 s/708C 1 min, followed by a single step of 588C 30 s/708C 40 min. rs5889219 was amplified separately in 10 ml reactions with 25 cycles of 958C 30 s/508C 30 s/708C 1 min, followed by a single step of 508C 1 min/708C 20 min. To add to the measurement accuracy without greatly increasing the cost, each PCR was carried out twice using different fluorescently labelled primers (FAM-or HEX-labelled PRT107AF, FAM-or NED-labelled HSPD21R, HEX-or NED-labelled 5DELF), and all the products mixed before electrophoresis on a single ABI3100 capillary. In all cases, PRT measurements were carried out on mixed plates containing randomly interspersed case, control and reference DNA samples, as well as no-DNA blanks.
Likelihood analysis of triplex copy number measurements
PRT data were initially calibrated as described (18, 19) relative to standard reference samples of known copy number obtained from the ECACC-HRC collection using the mean ratio from the two fluorescent labels for each PRT, resulting in a single (unrounded) copy number estimate for each sample from each PRT. In cases from both cohorts and controls from the Edinburgh collection, maxima in the initially calibrated distributions for PRT107A were not centred precisely on integer values; in contrast, the ECACC-HRC samples used as controls for the London-based cases showed no such shift in the centres of PRT107A clusters, implying that copy number values measured by PRT107A can be sensitive to differences in DNA preparation methods. To avoid propagating error into further analyses, a linear transformation was applied to all PRT107A values from non-ECACC samples to improve the consistency with integer clustering (Supplementary Material) before further analysis. In addition to two copy number estimates derived from PRT, there were also (in two fluorescent labels) measurements of rs5889219 allele representations for each sample. Although both PRT107A and HSPD21 PRT return numerical estimates of copy number, rs5889219 ratios only indicate consistency with particular integer values. We therefore developed a likelihood framework in which data from both PRT and rs5889219 measurements could be combined to indicate the probable copy number state for each sample. To allow simple placement of most samples in integer copy number classes, but to simultaneously allow some evaluation of the statistical confidence that could be placed in these allocations, the likelihood method evaluated the joint probability of all the data observed for a given sample across a range of copy numbers from n ¼ 1 to n ¼ 9. The distribution of PRT measurements for each given true copy number was modelled using a set of Gaussian distributions with means and standard deviations derived for each PRT from extensive empirical data. rs5889219 ratios were modelled using a similarity score, again derived from extensive empirical observations. For each set of data from the triplex test, a copy number maximizing the likelihood of all the observations was derived, together with a 'minimum ratio', the likelihood ratio between the most likely and the next most likely integer copy numbers, used as a crude index of the confidence of the copy number call. Further analysis of some samples in which the support for the maximum-likelihood copy number was relatively low, or in which there was evidence of discordancy between different components of the assay (n ¼ 48 for London samples, n ¼ 51 for Edinburgh samples), was undertaken. Microsatellite typing (19) was carried out to clarify the integer copy number for 35 of these, and the reported copy number altered in 20 cases (see annotations to full data set in Supplementary Material). Further details of methods and programs used are available on request.
Tests of association with disease status were carried out using x 2 tests on 3 × 2 contingency tables, classifying samples into low (3 or fewer), central (n ¼ 4) or high (5 or more) copy number categories.
Typing success and missingness
From 666 Crohn's disease DNA samples from the London collection, PRT-based triplex data suitable for analysis were produced by 648 samples and by all of 185 control samples (P ¼ 0.049). Among the Edinburgh samples, 358 out of 384 Crohn's disease DNA samples produced suitable triplex data and 314 out of 350 control samples (P ¼ 0.11). The overall call rate for typing was therefore approximately 95%. In CNV studies at multi-allelic loci such as the beta-defensins, there is a particular danger that application of a quality threshold will lead to differential rejection of higher copy number samples (because it will be harder for these samples to meet a quality criterion). More seriously, if this affects cases and controls differentially, there is the potential for a spurious association to be generated. We therefore tested our data for the potential effects of applying a quality control filter, accepting only data resulting in a 'minimum ratio' (see above) greater than 20. This led overall to the rejection of just under 10% of samples and to a highly significant overrepresentation of higher copy numbers among the rejected samples (mean copy number of rejected samples 5.06, compared with 4.35 for accepted samples, x 2 P ¼ 9.7 × 10
28
). Nevertheless, we found no evidence that this affected cases and controls differentially among either the Edinburgh or London samples (P . 0.05).
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